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“This is a book of poems that are awash with incantation, and longing  

for a place where the heart can mend, pray, and wonder as my heart has,  

in lingering here in the work of an important poet, whose work is akin  

to prayer.”

 – Char Sundust, spiritual advisor, teacher, healer,  

  and inspirational speaker

“Cosetta’s rich poetic offering ignites and restores our embodied senses  

and intimacy with the natural world that pulses in our own breath, body 

and soul longings. Thank you for this treasure which is brimming with your 

wisdom and realization of the magic in the midst of everyday life.”

 –  Shiva Rea, yogini, author “Tending the Heart Fire - Living in Rhythm   

  with the Pulse of Life”

“Emerald Breath” is a rapturous, soulful love song to nature, including  

nature within. Cosetta’s evocative poetry reveals her deeply female wisdom 

– an instinctive, intuitive, wildly intimate conversation with life itself. Each 

poem is a heart-call, a teaching, a sacred offering to the mystery of creation. 

This is a gift to read slowly, pause often, and savor the beauty you love.”

 –  Camille Maurine, Meditation Secrets for Women

“Passionate and straight from the heart. Cosetta speaks with a strong,  

sensual, feminine voice and invites us into a world where the skin is alert  

to tingling.”

 – Lorin Roche, Ph.D., Author of Meditation Made Easy, Meditation  

  Secrets for Women, The Radiance Sutras
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Ask a cedar, a maple, an olive tree 
how to stand strong when
the winds of loss
will whip you down.

Ask a redwood,
a eucalyptus, or a palm tree
how to grow taller than
your disappointments.

Ask a chestnut, a cherry,
a jungle tree how to lean 
into light and grow 
slanting arms of love.

Ask a blooming tree
about the beauty 
of your bearing 
stillness.

Ask conifers 
how to preserve
your gifts and talents
all year round.

Ask an alder tree
how you can bridge
your need to root 
and flow.

Ask large-bodied trees
how to halt
your doing
and rest in being.

Ask the forest about 
the freedom of diversity
and the power 
of its oneness.

Ask any tree how
to let go of your need to know 
and whirl like leaves 
with death’s wind.

Ask a log
how to burn
for others
with such love.

Ask a tree
all your questions.
Then wait.

 Wait.

   Wait.
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